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Fire & Earth

Astrology & Intuitive
Consultations
~ since 1980

~ Eclipses, too
The planets are lining up in an unusual way early this
year. During February and March, there was a stellium (a whole bunch) of planets in Pisces. Many people experienced illness, end of life issues, lack of motivation, sleep issues, and then opening to a higher vision for their life. The tone changed from this watery,
emotional energy near spring equinox as several planets moved into “pick up the pace” Aries. Rude awakenings, earthquakes or accidents come in late March,
but innovative breakthroughs come too.
This aggressive and ambitious fireball builds into April,
so it is a good time to initiate projects that require a
good deal of assertive energy. A chart cast for equinox indicates the general tone for the next three
months. A challenging T-Square pattern forces you to
get moving, in spite of the discomfort change brings.
Expect internal discord as impulsive Aries wants
revolutionary change now, but Pluto in Capricorn
prefers slow, conservative change. Emotions simultaneously want to stay the course while plunging the
inner depths. (See pages 9-10). This contradictory energy will be difficult for the US Congress, and countries in strife. Understand that the hard-headedness
the world is experiencing will change, if only because
it has to. There is no going backwards now! Like it or
not, sometimes the world needs to reach its breaking
point before constructive change can happen.
The water element is strong through summer. You
get support when you tune into feelings and compassion. Sadly, some people will choose the lower vibration of reactive anger. (Forecast continues Pg 2)
Index:
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Please tell your Sacramento area friends about my trip

The Dalai Lama
Earthlines™ Relocation Astrology
Æ» ¶¾À ÉÁ
Beijing
Tibet

India

The Dalai Lama is coming to Oregon in May. His Relocation Astrology power lines near his birthplace in Tibet
are the Moon ¶ (relates to the people and mother),
Saturn ¾ (responsibility, authority figure, restrictions)
and Neptune À (spirituality, illusions).
When it was time for him to go into exile, he was invited
to India where he has lines that are easier to live under.
“Finding your home” lines are the 4th house cusp (IC)
of a natal chart. The Dalai Lama has Venus (beauty,
harmony) and Ceres (healing, business) in northern
India. In China, he has Pluto (power, transformation,
death) and Node (spiritual destiny) lines near Beijing.
In Washington DC, he has a wounded healer Chiron
line (not shown), where he receives polite respect but
gets caught between a rock and a hard place due to
political power games.
(See the Dalai Lama’s temporary power lines in Portland, Oregon this
Spring on page 6 and his Seven Soul Ray information on page 5)

Here are your THREE FREE astrology forecast options:
1)

A Free email newsletter at the New and Full moon. Quick & to the
point current energies. Register to receive it: www.astromark.us
2) This Quarterly Astromark newsletter. Download the full version pdf
at www.astromark.us, left column of Monthly Astrology page.
3) A Weekly Astrology Forecast is at www.astromark.us/report.htm

(the pdf version of this newsletter has more pages than the paper version)

Pg 9-12 Spring Equinox and May Solar Eclipse charts/maps
Page 13-17 New Ascended Master/Angel photos for your altar

Mark F. Dodich

No internet connection? Mail me three self-addressed, $ .66 selfstamped letter. I shall mail you quarterly paper newsletters through 2013.

503-252-1558

mark@astromark.us

www.astromark.us

Consultations available worldwide

ASTROLOGY CONSULTATIONS

( Astrology Report continues from page one)

The impulsive Aries energy will tone down after Tax Day
as several planets move into earthy Taurus. In exoteric
astrology (worldly stuff), Taurus is willing to roll up its
sleeves and put constructive effort into manifesting
needs and desires. In esoteric astrology (spiritual
purpose), Taurus helps you find your true center and
the higher values associated with living in a
heightened state of being. This helps you stay out of the
emotional drama. You do not escape the world, but you
can see and live beyond the emotional fears that
energetically drain you.
(See 4th Ray www.astromark.us/soulraydefined.htm)

All of this is brought to light, or should I say darkness,
through three eclipses from April 25-May 24. One
downside near the end of April is a feeling of heaviness or
depression as responsible Saturn pulls you apart to
create a better you. At the risk of sounding Pollyannaish, going to the emotional depths from time to time is
healthy. (See more on the three eclipses on page 6).
On a fun note: Pleasure-loving Venus is in fun and
flirtatious Gemini starting at the solar eclipse, May 9 until
June 2. She is a love and money planet, so it is a very
good thing when she aligns with lucky Jupiter on May 28.

»ß½

Get Lucky May 28

Venus aligns with Jupiter

It would be auspicious to take a short trip around the
Memorial Day weekend (May 27). The May 24th lunar
eclipse is in adventurous Sagittarius and restless Mercury
aligns with travel planet Jupiter. Although many people
prefer to hide at an emotional lunar eclipse, why not hide
in the great outdoors. Jupiter loves to be in nature.
June sets the tone for bigger things to come.
Communications planet Mercury is in family-oriented
Cancer starting May 31. Because Mercury will be
retrograde in Cancer starting June 26, its normal threeweek pass through a sign will last nearly three months.
Add to that, Venus will be in Cancer June 2-27. All of that
prepares you for big Jupiter spending a year in Cancer
starting June 25 (More on that in the summer solstice issue).
Cancer represents home, family, food, nurturing,
residential real estate and the disease cancer. On the
soul level, the spiritual Cancer nourishes the spirit, rather
than simply feeding the body.
June provides a preview of a year-long process that
shifts your emotions and lifestyle to a place where
your priorities are to feed your soul, to participate
with people/ activities that enhance your well being.
For the weekly Astrology Forecast: See the Astrology Report at
www.astromark.us, and register for New & Full Moon Email newsletter

503-252-1558 mark@astromark.us
Mark Dodich Astromark PO Box 16267 Portland, OR 97292-0267
This newsletter is provided at solstices and equinoxes for free as a
pdf download at www.astromark.us

INITIAL NATAL ASTROLOGY



This is the most common starting place. A
natal, or birth, chart looks at life opportunities,
talents, and challenges. Your consultation
addresses issues important to you including
soul purpose, vocation, partnership and family.
Initial Astrology Reading: $ 195, 1½ hr.
Periodic Updates: After the Initial Astrology Consultation
with Mark: transits, progressions, and birthday solar return
charts are available to help keep you in tune with changing
energies.
$160/hr, $85/ ½ hour, (¼ hr phone $50)

RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY ASTROLOGY
For romance, family and business: Relationship astrology improves partnership communications, understanding, and speeds the
process of getting to know someone. Although
most people use this service for romantic compatibility,
it is also commonly used for family and business relationships. Parents use it to better understand how to
help their child. Businesses use it to help choose new
employees or improve supervisor/employee communications and cooperation.
Complete Composite Consultation:

$210 1½ hour,
Comprehensive long term compatibility analysis, includes all of the
synastry consultation below and a chart that merges two people into
one to look at purpose together.

Synastry Relationship Consultation: $185 1hr., Good
for new relationships; shows opportunities/challenges. Synastry compares two charts for talents, challenges, and what is activating you to
come together now.
Computer Written Romance Compatibility Reports, $36, New
EroScope Report for Sex & Love making styles $25 See page 4.

7 RAY SOUL PURPOSE ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY
This is an astrology consultation based upon a
branch of astrology known as Esoteric Astrology. Where regular (exoteric) astrology uses
the planets to help you, esoteric astrology goes
further to give you the universal frequencies
called Rays that you were born under.
Knowing the “rays” you were born under
helps you activate the speed button of spiritual growth and service.
Think of a chess board that has more than one level of
playing field. Everyone operates on the base level to
take care of core life needs. Those who have decided
that their life is about spiritual growth and service
resonate with this consultation.
Even if you think you know why you are on planet earth,
this consultation offers insight and help in creating
maximum benefit for yourself. This work comes from
the books of Alice Bailey as explained by Djwahl Kuhl.
It includes information on your current cycles. Excellent
for taking your astrology chart to a soul level.
More info at www.astromark.us/soulrays.htm
$195 /1½ hr ( includes transits & progressions)
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Where is the Best
Place for Me to Be?
A consultation to find
your best locations for
CAREER * LOVE
TRAVEL * EDUCATION * SPIRITUAL

EARTHLINES™ Power Maps
( AstroCartoGraphy® + other locality techniques)

EARTHLINES™ Relocation Astrology gives you
a tool that you will use for the rest of your life.
Knowing your personal planetary power zones helps you
to make life choices including relocating, vacationing,
career, or seeking to emphasize specific activities in
your life. 85% of this consultation is good for the rest of
your life. The maps provide major power zones as well
as minor power lines to help you narrow your focus.
In addition to the detailed locality maps, an additional
Local Space Map is provided It is your personal &
astrological Feng Shui and comes on a transparency to
put over other maps, helping you to choose a restaurant
for an important meeting, a good direction to place your
exercise bike so you get maximum use out of it, or for a
variety of directional decisions even if you never move
away from home.
This consultation is quite extensive, and goes way
beyond the commonly known basic ACG map that has
been around for years. Accurate birth time is needed.

This tool will be
useful for life!
$210 1½ hr. consultation

CENTRAL SUN
GUIDED MEDITATION CD
By Mark Dodich & Araline Cate

The price of this CD has been
reduced while supplies last.
Mail $10 each +$3 s & h
Now
only

$10

Listen or download tracks to the CD at:
http://cdbaby.com/cd/dodichcate

Consultations provided Internationally
Relocation & Travel Maps by Mark F Dodich
503-252-1558 www.astromark.us
Mark Dodich PO Box 16267, Portland, OR 97292-0267

EARTHLINES™ for Martin Sheen
Leo Sun and Moon, Aquarius. Asc. 8/3/40

ÀÃ
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I enjoyed the movie “The Way” starring actor Martin
Sheen. It is interesting to see how his personal
power lines reflect his role in the movie. Sheen
plays the role of a father who did not support his
son’s choices in life, and then has to go to Europe
to recover his body (played by his actual son Emilio
Estevez) after his death walking the Camino de
Santiago (a sacred pilgrimage path of St. James
that has been walked for centuries by seekers).
Sheen has a major power line of Mars ¼ which
represents physical exercise-and you need that if
you are going to walk almost 500 miles! The lower
vibration of Mars is anger, and his character had to
deal with anger issues on the path.
There are also minor energies called parans. The
horizontal, dashed lines on the map represent minor lines where you must blend planetary energy.
Sheen has Neptune À and Vesta Ã (spirituality
and sacred service) and Pluto Á and the Node É
(death and destiny) lines across the Camino. His
movie role was a religious pilgrimage where he retreated from his worldly country club lifestyle and
his destiny found him along the path.
Sheen’s movie role accurately reflects his personal planetary power lines in the region. He
has Sun ¸ and Moon¶ power lines off the Atlantic
Coast of Spain at the end of the Camino. The Sun
represents father, and not only did he play the role
of the father, but Sheen’s real-life immigrant father
was from Galicia at the end of the trail. The moon
represents family and mother. His character walked
the path for family reasons and there were some
deceased mother issues in the movie. And if that is
not enough to show you that these maps really
work, Sheen’s real life mother was born in Ireland
(not shown) under his mother-ruled moon line.
Sheen makes his home in Malibu, California where
his closest power line is the asteroid Vesta (not
shown). Vesta is about sacrificing things of a
lower order to bring a higher service to the
world. He is well known for activism in speaking up
for the rights of those who cannot speak for themselves (such as whales) and has been arrested in
peaceful protest numerous times.
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Upcoming Lecture & Events Summary
(see class details & additions at www.astromark.us/classes.htm)

Computerized Astrology Reports
Written Reports for Adults,
Children & Romance Compatibility

PORTLAND: I am taking a spring break from teaching classes, but
available for consultations as usual
SAVE: SUN. SEPT. 22, 1-4 PM ; SPECIAL AUTUMN EQUINOX
CELEBRATION AT McMENAMIN’S EDGEFIELD

Mail Order Reports:
CHILD Report helps you understand your
child’s strengths, weaknesses, aptitude, and
potentials. Guides you in a positive way. The
text was approved by a child psychologist. For
newborns to young teens. $29
INDIVIDUAL Report provides personal and
professional natal chart analysis and transits
for a year (changing cycles) $29
ROMANCE COMPATIBILITY Report for two
people provides harmonious and tension
aspects of your relationship– for both opposite
and same sex couples. $36
EROSCOPE SEX & LOVE MAKING Report
provides a fun and irreverent look at your birth
chart from a sexual drive point of view. See
samples of famous people linked off of the
monthly forecast page www.astromark.us $25
FIXED STAR Report $50 This is a more
specialized report. See details on the website.
Attractively packaged reports run 25-45 pages.
Provide Name, Sex, Birthdate, Time, & Place of
birth. Sunrise is used if you do not provide a birth
time.
Provide shipping details and phone/email. Price
includes USA postage, international: add $5
THESE ARE WRITTEN MAIL ORDER
COMPUTER REPORTS and do not include
consultation time with Mark. Mail check or money
order with birth data details to:
ASTROMARK PO Box 16267
Portland, OR 97292-0267

Gift Certificates
Easy for You * Special for Them
Portland friends and visitors
Mark Your Calendar

Sun. Sept. 22 from 1-4 pm
A special Autumn Equinox celebration
At McMenamin’s Edgefield

503-252-1558
mark@astromark.us

www.astromark.us

SEATTLE: Fri March 29: Consultations in the SouthCenter area,
Schedule in advance. I may come up on the 28th too.
SEATTLE: Sat March 30, Free Entrance 9 AM-5 PM : Mini readings
at the Emerald Spiral Fair, It’s ok to schedule in advance by March 26
or just sign up at Booth #51 (right wall) when you get there, Kent Commons, 525 N Fourth, Kent www.emeraldspiral.com

Please tell
your
Sacramento
California
area friends
about my
visit.
Sacramento
full flyers on
Pages 7 & 8

SACRAMENTO, CA: Fri/Sat April 27 & 28: Lecture, Workshop and consultations at Journey Spiritual Center, Shingle Springs. Topics: “Energetic
Shifts Ahead” talk about upcoming summer planetary energies, and, “Stepping Into a New World Reality” workshop www.journeyspiritualcenter.com/
SACRAMENTO: Sun April 29: 1PM,
Talk “Understanding and Working with
Mercury Retrograde”
to the Sacramento NCGR astrology group. All are
welcome. 501 Gibson Dr, Roseville,
http://ncgrsacramento.org/

Is the St. Malachy Prophecy for Real?
One of the controversial topics going around now
that a new Pope is stepping into leadership surrounds the prophecies of 12th century Archbishop
Morgair of Ireland. His 112 short phrases were
published in 1595 and have been dismissed by
the Catholic church as inaccurate forgeries.
However, like many prophecies, there is an element of truth; that in this case, asks if the lineage of popes is
coming to an end. Pope Benedict XVI has been tied to a
prophecy associated with olives, suggesting he was the next to
last pope (although the prophecy allows room for unknown
popes in between the specific papal prophecies).
“In the final persecution of the Holy Roman Church, there
will sit Peter the Roman, who will pasture his sheep in
many tribulations, and when these things are finished, the
city of seven hills (Rome) will be destroyed, and the dreadful Judge will judge his people. The End “
Time will tell if the prophecy is true or if it even relates to the
incoming Pope. Even if it is true, is the interpretation correct?
A chart cast for Vatican City (6/7/1929 11 AM) shows a Gemini Sun and Moon. Transiting Jupiter is moving through Gemini
and V.C.’s 10th house of public image, so this is an auspicious
combination (lots of visitors and media attention). At the same
time, transiting Saturn in Scorpio is opposing several planets in
Taurus which suggests uncovering more hidden problems
through 2014 (sex, money, power games) . The years 2016-17
present several challenges or transformations in the Vatican
City chart, so we shall wait and see!
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Soul Rays for the Dalai Lama
July 6 1935, 4:38 AM Takster, Tibet; Sun in Cancer, Moon in Virgo
A soul ray is a universal frequency that each person incarnates on to provide
opportunities for growth and service in this life. Where your zodiac sun sign is of our solar
system and has a lot to do with personality, a soul ray is more about your larger purpose and
spiritual mission.
The Dalai Lama’s strongest Soul Ray associated with his natal chart is the 2nd Ray of Unconditional Love and
Wisdom. This is the ray where you see through the outer crust of people to connect with the spark of the divine
within each person. His Sun Sign is Cancer, the sign of nurturing and taking care of your family; in this case, the
people of Tibet. It is a big task to keep your compassion up even when you must do it with the leaders of a country
that has done harm to your people.
The 3rd Ray of Abstract Thought and Esoteric Knowledge is almost as strong. This is where you must
communicate philosophical truth into a language that all can understand. The Dalai Lama has accomplished this by
traveling the world talking to world leaders, movie stars, and everyday people.
The 3rd Ray is associated with his Cancer Sun Sign (and also Libra and Capricorn).
The 6th Ray of Devotion and Idealism calls a person to a path of visualizing the highest
good and holding onto that ideal so that he and those who resonate with him can step up
into the higher frequency. The 6th Ray is associated with his Virgo moon (and also the
signs Sagittarius and Pisces). It serves higher truth.
Read more about the rays on page 2, 18, or at www.astromark.us/soulraydefined.htm

Summary of ASTROMARK Services: Extensive preparation goes into your session. Please schedule ahead.
INITIAL ASTROLOGY CONSULTATION (a good place to start) $195 1½ hr. includes transits & progs
Periodic Astrology Updates after initial consultation
$160/hr.; $85/½ hr. (or $50 ¼ hr. phone only)
EARTHLINES™ For your best locations (AstroCartoGraphy Maps®)

$210 1½ hr.

SOUL RAY ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY (understanding soul purpose)

$195 1½ hr. includes transits & progs

RELATIONSHIP ASTROLOGY (compatibility for romance, business, family) $210 1½ hr. Full Compatibility
$185 1 hr. Synastry comparison
BUSINESS ASTROLOGY (for your company or organization)
INTUITIVE SPIRITUAL COUNSELING with Tarot

$185 / hr.

$145/hr., $85/½ hr. (quick tel. question: $50 by appt. only)

GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE
Cash, Check, Money Order, Visa/MC, (International Orders – add $5 for s & h )
Consultations rescheduled less than 24 hours notice = $25 fee,
Cancelled altogether within 48 hours and preparation is already complete=$50 preparation fee
Important:

Mark F. Dodich

503-252-1558 mark@astromark.us

www.astromark.us
Telephone readings paying by check:
Mail checks to:
About Your Recording: In spite of my best efforts to provide a quality recording, on rare occaASTROMARK
PO Box 16267,
sions, recordings fail. The recording is not guaranteed. The cost of your session is for my time
and expertise. You are welcome to use your own recorder as backup, or if you prefer a different
Portland, OR 97292-0267 USA
file format. Consultations are digitally recorded in MP3. This is not the same as a music CD.
Please email mark@astromark.us to request the “Recording Info pdf” if you have questions.

$5
Off

This discount coupon is good for $5 off any 1 hour or longer
consultation within 30 days of your birthday through 2012.
A birthday chart called a Solar Return can be run to give you an astrology forecast for
the coming birthday year. This is not to be combined with any other offers.

503-252-1558 mark@astromark.us

www.astromark.us

12/2010

Skype
Audio is available
If calls keep dropping
off, you will need to
call on the phone to
complete your session
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Dalai Lama continues from page 1

Although your natal power lines stay the same for life,
there are also quick moving transiting lines and
slower moving pro¶ Á ºÅ
¿ gressed lines. Transits
push you hard and pass
through an area in
weeks or months. Progressions are inner, psyOregon
chological shifts that can
last for a year or longer.
“Progressed” Map
Many people update
May 2013 for
their personal power
The Dalai Lama
Progressed lines provide lines when they are plansubtle shifts that move ning an important trip or
through a region over a year a move.
or more. The add extra influ- In the case of the Dalai
ences to a region on a tem- Lama’s
power lines
porary basis to change the maps, he doesn’t have
tone of an area.
strong natal lines in the
Pacific NW. Yet for his
trip to Oregon this spring, he has strong progressed
lines. Mercury ºrules lots of talk and quickness. He
will be here for only a few days and an ongoing
schedule of quick presentations. The moon ¶ line
has to do with emotions and tuning into the needs of
the people. Juno Å has a lot to do with temporary
partnerships, and he is sponsored by the local
Maitripa College during his visit. He has a Uranus
progressed (and natal) line in the Pacific NW, so he is
participating in a very Uranian topic; technology, the
environment and spirituality in action for the environment. So while the Dalai Lama does not have strong
power lines in the Pacific NW, he comes for a visit
when strong lines are moving through the area.
It will be interesting to watch the Dalai
Lama in the news later this summer.
Expansive Jupiter will be moving
through Cancer. He has both his Sun
Sign and Rising Sign being activated
by Jupiter in August. This is typically a
time when a person goes to a whole
new level of expression.
When a planet moves into the first house of a natal chart, it is time to project yourself into the
world. It is also a time to make yourself a higher priority, which can either go in a public direction, or it
can go in a “claiming more time for himself” direction.
It will be a very challenging situation, because Pluto
(power, transformation) and Uranus (technology, freedom, unexpected events) will be activating his natal
chart. When Pluto is activating your chart, your life
changes in a significant way.

Register to receive the New & Full Moon
Email Newsletter at www.astromark.us
Mark F. Dodich PO Box 16267, Portland, OR 97292-0267 USA

503-252-1558

SEATTLE Mark’s Spring trip
TUKWILA: Fri March 29:
(and maybe on Thur 3/28)

Private Consultations in Tukwila
Schedule in advance:
mark@astromark.us
503-252-1558
.

Mini readings in Kent: Sat March 30,
9 AM-5 PM: EMERALD SPIRAL EXPO
Free Entrance, www.emeraldspiral.com
At Kent Commons. 525 N 4th in Kent, WA
It is ok to sign up for Mark’s 1/2 hour
consultations in advance by March 26
Or just come to the expo and sign up at booth #51

Three Spring Eclipses
The eclipses of 2013 clearly mark a transition. Spring
brings three eclipses in Scorpio, Taurus, and the third
being the final Sagittarius-Gemini eclipse from the past
1½ year. Autumn brings the first Libra-Aries Eclipse in
about 9 years while continuing the Scorpio-Taurus influence. (More on relationship implications in autumn)
Eclipses help you go to the depths of your being to
help you understand what your soul wants to do.
When you are aligned with your soul path, you get
so much more help from the universe than when
you operate from ego-based desires.
The April 25 Lunar Eclipse in
Scorpio-Taurus creates
“harmony through conflict.”
It pulls you apart to help you
make space for higher values
by which to live your life.
It brings hidden emotions up
to the surface to help you heal.
The May 9 Solar Eclipse in Taurus is on the exact opposite side of the sky as the intense November 2012
eclipses (think Newtown, CT shootings). Find the natal
house in your chart holding 20° Taurus to know what
area of your life is activated for productive new efforts.
A solar eclipse represents new beginnings that are
stimulated from the core of who you are. (See page 11)
Taurus is willing to get to work to bring those new
values into physical manifestation to build your
needs and desires.
The May 24 Lunar Eclipse is the last in SagittariusGemini for the next nine years. This eclipse is lighter
and more fun, so take a short trip or create a quick adventure.
Be willing to adapt and open your mind to new
possibilities that take you beyond rigid thinking.
There is more detail on these eclipses at
http://www.astromark.us/columnspring.htm
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Please tell your Sacramento, Calif. friends about Mark’s three events April 26-28

Mark also provides a talk on Sun. April 28 on Mercury Retrograde, See page 8 or http://ncgrsacramento.org

Sunday April 28: 1PM, Talk

Making the Most of
Mercury Retrograde
When astrologers want to prove that astrology works to non-astrologers, it is common practice
to have them watch personal and global events during the next Mercury Retrograde cycle.
This is an effective real life demonstration, but it can have a negative result. “Oh no, not another Mercury Retrograde!” is a common reaction. But there is so much more to Mercury than
your car or computer giving you anxiety attacks.
Join us to learn about taking advantage of Mercury retrograde. We shall look at shadow periods, connections between the three retrograde each year, its effect on individual & business
natal charts, and much more. Because Mark never passes up a chance to bring esoteric astrology into his talks, we shall also look at the higher, spiritual vibration of Mercury and this
year’s retrograde cycles. Mark has Virgo rising, so you are certain to take home useful information.
Mark Dodich has been a professional astrologer and intuitive counselor since 1980. His New Year’s Astrology
talk in Portland typically brings in 150 people, bringing in a wide mixture ranging from non-astrologers to professionals. He is regularly seen and heard in the media, and has a busy international practice based in Portland,
Oregon. Mark specializes in Relocation Astrology and spiritual purpose Seven Ray Esoteric Astrology consultations. Check out his full bio at www.astromark.us or call for a newsletter 503-252-1558, mark@astromark.us.

Registration
Pre-registration price: $20 NCGR members, $30 non-members (available through April 21, 2013)
Price at the door: $25 NCGR members, $35 non-members
Preregistration with prepayment must be received one week prior to the event. After that, only the pay at the door

Sacramento Chapter, National Council for Geocosmic Research astrology group. All are welcome. Although this is an astrology organization, Mark speaks in a way that is friendly to non-astrologers.
501 Gibson Dr, Roseville, CA
Please see the website for details and parking information.

http://ncgrsacramento.org

(916) 276-1858. info@ncgrsacramento.org

Mark also provides a talk and workshop on April 26 & 27. See page 7 or www.spiritualjourneycenter.com

Mark Dodich

503-252-1558

mark@astromark.us www.astromark.us

Spring Equinox March 20 2013

4:02 AM PDT

Saturn in
Scorpio

Pluto in
Capricorn

Moon in
Cancer

Neptune, Mercury
& Chiron in Pisces

The “kite” shaped pattern in blue contains a Grand Water Trine (big blue triangle part of the kite) and
two pleasant parts (the smaller blue triangle). This creates a strong harmonious pattern, but it has an
edge on it to keep you from getting lazy. The motivational T-Square (red) ties into the kite, and all of
these energies are the key to the next three months. The moon opposite Pluto call for emotional release
and healing at the deepest levels. Both make a challenging ninety degree square to the energetic Sun,
aggressive Mars, and explosive Uranus (in the black circle). This can bring earthquakes and political
changes, and aircraft accident can happen under this influence. A more positive interpretation is that
you can pull yourself together to pioneer new paths and explore innovative possibilities. The kite pattern
helps your emotions to go through this transformation more easily.

www.astromark.us
Mark F. Dodich

503-252-1558

mark@astromark.us

Spring Equinox Power Lines Map
See chart previous page

One technique used to look at weather patterns and earthquake zones is to look at the
equinox and solstice maps, and looking at maps for eclipses helps as well.
A Earthlines™ (AstroCartoGraphy®) Map for Spring Equinox 2013 shows major
power lines coming up the USA east coast, and down through Chile. Other hot zones
(circled) include Africa and eastern Europe and the Pacific Islands down through New Zealand. The other area is China, the Phillipines, Indonesia, and Malaysia.
Pay particular attention to the South Pacific and the Malaysia/Indonesia because they got
hammered with earthquakes since last winter solstice and are being activated once again.
Also, there is a solar eclipse on May 9th and the path is very similar to the one last November 2012, from northern Australia and across the South Pacific. There were massive earthquakes in Vanatu, fires/drought in Australia, and earthquakes in the Phillipines.
This is not to do predictions of doom and gloom, but my experience does show that when
an area is activated by challenging planets in the same locations from a solstice to an equinox (or an eclipse), then they are more likely to be in the news for earth and political
changes. See the spring equinox chart on the previous page as it shows a challenging TSquare between difficult planets of Mars, Uranus and Pluto.
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May 9, 2013 Solar Eclipse

20° Taurus

The water element is strong through the Grand Water Trine pattern in blue. This is helpful energy if
you are willing to be in touch with your emotions. Scorpio  helps you release old wounds. Cancer 
nurtures you. Pisces  helps you open to a higher vision. The T-Square in red is a challenge to take
action. Uranus in Aries
wants a revolution. Pluto in Capricorn  wants long-term, stable changes.
Ceres in Cancer  helps you heal and nurture yourself.

Stellium in
Taurus

Taurus wants you to
create something of
lasting value and to
bring greater beauty
into the world.
On the spiritual
level, it is about
stepping into a
higher value system.
Find the house
containing 20
degrees Taurus to
know what area of
your life is being
activated under this
eclipse.

See a short article on the three
spring 2013 eclipses in the
spring quarter article

www.astromark.us/columnspring.htm

Power lines for the
Solar Eclipse
The solar eclipse path in
May is nearly on the
same path as Nov.
2012, except this one is
in Taurus and the previous was in the opposite
sign of Scorpio.
Although this is not a
major eclipse the hot
zones are circled, meaning that they get the most activation. Watch for news in Australia, Papua New Guinea,
New Zealand and the South Pacific. The Nov. 2012 and May 2013 solar eclipses are like
bookends stimulating you to go to the hidden emotional depths in order to heal and transform, and then to manifest a higher set of values by which to live. Look to see how
events of fall 2012 are shifted by spring 2013.
Basically, you are being pulled apart between last fall and this spring. You get to look at
your priorities and your changing values. What will you release and what will you produce
in the coming months?

For house
meanings:
download the
Basic Astrology
Primer at
www.astromark.us
Scroll down the left
column of the
monthly astrology
forecast page to find
all the free pdf’s.

Astrology
by Mark Dodich
~since 1980
503-252-1558
mark@astromark.us

These are the New Ascended Master & Angel cards for 2013
5 x 7 laminated, $7.50 each, But 6-Get the 7th free (+ shipping)

Angel Weath (AW)
For your abundant proseprity

Goddess Fortuna (GF)
The Goddess of Good Fortune. Call
upon her when you need to manifest.

Raphael (RL2) Fifth Ray,
This is the ray of bringing metaphysics down into the physical , the
teacher of teachers. It is a ray of healing. Also see the more traditional
photo RL, and master Hilarion HL

Angel of Bliss (AB1)
For your inner joy

Chamuel (CH1)
Third Ray archangel
This is the ray where you translate
higher concepts into a language that all
can understand..
Also see Paul the Venetian below

Zadkiel (ZK) Seventh RayCall
upon Zadkiel and St Germaine for
transmutation and freedom. Associated with the Violet Flame

Paul the Venetian (PV)
Third Ray Chohan
Considered to be the leader responsible for this ray of Abstract Knowledge.
It is like bringing the Christ down into a
form that all can use
I Am Presence (IAP)
I Am that I AM
Shows your physical self, higher
self, Christ self, and God self

Mark Dodich 503-252-1558 www.astromark.us

ASCENDED MASTER PHOTOGRAPHS
Most are approximately 5 x 7”, all are laminated
$7.50 each, buy 6 and get the 7th free– ( Violet Flame Photos are $10)

EM1

Pictures associated with the Seven Rays. Ancient mystery school teaching and the
work of Djwal Kuhl (books by Alice Bailey) tell us that seven universal rays come out of
the Oneness to focalize their energies through our solar system. We choose to incarnate with specific rays being dominate within our makeup during this incarnation. See
www.astromark.us for details on the Seven Soul Rays and Esoteric Astrology Consultation. Here are photos for your meditation altar to help you tune into these energies.
Ray One: Chohan El Morya; Archangel Michael– Will of God, Unity, Oneness
EM1: El Morya, master of the First Ray of will and oneness. This great 19th Century master was
an Indian prince who taught the masters Kuthumi and Djwal Khul. On a visit to London, he first
approached the young Mme. Helena Blavatsky and revealed her life's path. He directed her work,
and assigned to Kuthumi the creation of the books she received. He oversees all of the rays, so
you can call upon him for Universal purposes.

MF

+s&h

MF: Archangel Michael and Faith– protector and archangel of the will of God and oneness.
MC1: Archangel Michael, and his divine complement Faith, stand for protection, deliverance, and
faith. Working for the blue first ray, they magnify God’s power and strength. They cut away all
that is unreal. Artwork copyright Marius Michael-George.
MC2: Archangel Michael boldly wielding his sword.

GA3

RL

Ray Two: Chohan Lanto; Archangel Jophiel– Love of god, Love of wisdom

MC1

LT: Lanto, lord of the Second Ray of unconditional love and wisdom. A Chinese master who developed the light in his heart so fully that it shined like a golden sun through his flesh.
Ray Three: PV, CH1 Chohan Paul the Venetian, Master Rakoczi; Archangel Chamuel– Activie Intelligence, Communicate high concepts to all.
Ray Four: Chohan Serapis Bey; Archangel Gabriel– Harmony through conflict
SE & SE1: Serapis Bey is thought to be one of the teachers (Luxor, Egypt) of ascension for
planet earth and the lord of the Fourth Ray of harmony through conflict and beauty.

UR

GA3: Archangel Gabriel, God’s messenger and archangel of the Fourth Ray of harmony through
conflict and beauty.
Ray Five: Chohan Hilarion; Archangel Raphael– Concrete Knowledge, Science

MC2

HL: Hilarion– A mystic who spent 20 years in the desert preparing for his mission, then healed
thousands of people. The fifth ray is a teacher of teachers.

NA

RL & RL2: Archangel Raphael– the healing angel and archangel of the Fifth Ray of concrete
knowledge and science. Metaphysics comes into the physical under this ray.
Ray Six: Chohan Nada; Archangel Uriel– Devotion, Idealism
NA: Lady Nada: refers to “nothingness” due to her great humility and lord of the Sixth Ray of devotion and idealism. Burst through illusions to see Truth. Focus on the ideal.

LT

UR: Archangel Uriel and his feminine complement, Aurora, acting on the purple and gold rays,
bring us the selfless flame of love used in devotional worship and service to all life. Seek help
from them when you need renewed dedication to achieve goals, or when you want to give selfless service to others.

BL

KU3

DK2

SK

SE,SE1

JC7

Call for FREE newsletter, ASTROMARK, with quarterly astrology update
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Ray Seven: Chohan St. Germaine; Archangel Zadkiel– Transmutation, New Order; this ray is
directly associated with the Violet Flame (see cover). Zadkiel is the archangel
SG4, SG3, SG1: St. Germaine– Ceremonial Order, bringer of the new age, transmutation of
energy. St. Germaine and the Violet Flame represent energetic alchemy, where lower energy is
transformed into higher. ZK Zadkiel

Other Masters and Energies:
SG4

HP: Healing Presence. Beings of good will gather to provide blessings to earth representing the
various kingdoms (fairy, mineral, angel Native American shaman, etc).

HP

SK: Sanat Kumara, has been seen as a master or as an energy that oversees the planetary logos of earth.

SG3

MK1 Melchizedek is High Priest of the cosmic Order of Melchizedek, which includes all who
serve from divine guidance. Though he has lived on earth, he was not born and did not die. Melchizedek gifts mankind with freedom, forgiveness, creativity, the science of alchemy and transmutation, and sacred ritual. Here he tends the Holy Grail and its Flame of Life.
MN: In the Jewish mystical tradition of Kabala, Metatron is considered the highest of the archangels, positioned in the crown of the Tree of Life. The Metatron Matrix above him contains all five
Platonic Solids as well as the Tree of Life, the Seed of Life and Star of David. It resonates with
cosmic creation during meditation and healing work, and clears out dark energies. Copyright
Marius Michael-George.

WB

MM4: a youthful Mother Mary image holding the earth in her hands.

SG1

QY1 & QY3: Quan Yin , the great goddess and Mother of Compassion, loved and revered
throughout Asia. A beautiful expression of Divine Mother. (QY1) Here she rides a dragon, a favorite means of transport!. Quan Yin (QY3) Rising from a lotus flower, from a painting
JC1: Jesus Sananda, this is considered to be an actual picture of Jesus as Sananda (a spiritual
name now after he left the physical plane) and the photo source is controversial. He is often associated with the 6th (devotion) and 2nd (unconditional love) rays.
JC7 Jesus holding Light

DO

SF

KU3 & KU4: Kuthumi, also called Koot Hoomi and KH, is considered to be a world teacher on
the same lines as Jesus (and the teacher who helped Djwahl Kuhl), also see BL
BL: Thought to be an actual picture of master metaphysician Madame Blavatsjy with Ascended
Masters Kuthumi, El Morya, and St. Germaine.
DK2: Djwal Kuhl– known as “The Tibetan” who achieved liberation under Kuthumi’s guidance, he
channeled information on the rays through Alice A Bailey.
DO: Dolphin of Sirius, the ancients from the star Sirius are believed to be a water race. Sirius
has been worshiped by the Dogon tribe of Africa since the beginning of time. The artist perceive
this race as dolphins (although there are other views).

DR

MMAG

DR: Dolphin Rapture, Dolphins swim in spiral dance, leaving us breathless… they seem to exemplify perfect flow and love
BR: Blue Ray, The Blue Ray Guardian incorporates the Spirit of Peace. It is activational, carrying codes for new energies coming into Earth.
WB White Buffalo Calf Woman, often associated with the prophecy of times of planetary change
when the white buffalo was born (already occurred)
SF St. Francis, St. Francis' gentle soul awakens our love for nature, and helps us merge with the
divine. Here he sings joyfully with the sparrow.

QY3

Free Stuff:

At the web site on the
Monthly Astrology Report page, left column are pdf downloads:

MM4
QY1

MN

* Basic Astrology Primer
* Zodiac Signs of States & Cities
* Prosperity Enhancement Guide
* Current Quarterly Newsletter
* Fixed Star Guide *Animal Totems

BR
MK1

Mark F. Dodich

503-252-1558

mark@astromark.us
See more Violet Flame and Ascended Master information at www.astromark.us
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Other Pictures for Your Altar
EA: Earth Abundance, This beautiful
picture was created to help each of
us open to the flow of God's limitless
IS:
abundance.
Isis, Egyptian goddess who helped release the spirit from the body after death
EA
FL: Flower of Life, sacred geometry symbol with
earth in middle
DL1: Dalai
DL1
Lama
BU3 & BU5: pictures of the
Spring Wesak festival when the Buddha briefly comes
to the Himalayas to share wisdom while floating above
the spiritual seekers
WA: the
white syllable “AH” that is the primordial sound of enIS
ergy
WT2 Face of White Tara , Protector of human beings
crossing the ocean of existence.
AC Ammachi
MMAG Mary Magdalene (see page 3 for thumbnail)

FL

Computerized
Astrology Reports
Written reports for Adults, Children, and
Couples Romance Compatibility
Mail Order Reports:
Many people have asked for a good
astrology report covering all the basics of
their birth chart. Others want a quick, inexpensive look
at romantic compatibility. Reports are great gifts for
those who are new to astrology or enjoy a
comprehensive written natal chart interpretation. Nice
gift and good overall information.
INDIVIDUAL Report: includes professional and
personal analysis, chart, and current calendar year
transits (cycles) - 30 - 40 pages. $29 postage paid
USA (+ $4 int’l)
ROMANCE COMPATIBILITY: good for either malefemale or same sex relationships. Includes charts, 35 45 pages text, and harmony graph comparisons. $36
postage paid in USA

BU3

CHILD REPORT: This report is specifically geared
towards children ranging from newborn to early teens.
Parents and grand parents benefit from learning about
their child; teens enjoy learning about themselves. 2535 pages. $29 includes USA postage

BU5

EROSCOPE SEX & LOVEMAKING REPORT:
Take an irreverent look at what your birth chart has to
say about your sexual and attracting nature. The report
The ancients paid more attention to the stars than the planets. Now,
is written in a fun way. You can see examples of Johnny
modern astrology returns the stars to the chart.
Depp, Liz Taylor and others at www.astromark.us. $25
1) There is one report that is easy to read and friendly for non- includes USA postage.

New & Now Available: FIXED STAR REPORT $50

(includes USA first class postage, international add $5)

astrologers. It will include two written reports on your stars; over 50
pages written by two international authorities on fixed stars in astrol- Beautifully
packaged. Provide Name, Gender,
ogy. 2) A map showing power lines of stars that were at significant Birthdate, Birth Time, & Birth Place. Sunrise will be used
positions for your region (USA, Europe, etc.). This map is like the if you do not have exact birth time.
Earthlines (AstroCartoGraphy) except showing star lines instead of
planets. This is fairly easy to use– just look up the letter on the line Please mail the data in legible form along with your
and read a brief interpretation. If you want a full interpretation of the check. Include shipping address and phone/email.
planetary lines, a good book to purchase is “Fixed Stars” by Bernadette Brady. 3) This piece is not friendly to non-astrologers. It is a Non USA addresses add $5 shipping
listing of stars that are in aspect or paran to your natal chart. There is
a brief explanation, but you would need to be able to combine the
meanings of the planets and the stars to take advantage of this section. Items 2 & 3 are less user friendly to non-astrologers. This report
does not include any personal time from Mark Dodich to help explain the sections that require more astrological knowledge.
The information will give you added insight into who you are in this life. This is cutting edge astrology, merging ancient and modern. Note: Do
not expect this report to tell you when you will meet the mate of your dreams, get the new career, or other aspects of the mundane world. Parts
of this product are not user friendly to non-astrologers. Provide birth data.

Summary of shipping and handling charges for USA regular first class :
Photographs: $3 s & h for up to 3 pictures + 50¢ for each additional picture.
International photo orders have an additional shipping charge.
Visa or Mastercard orders are available for a minimum $15 charge.
Computer Astrology print outs & Star Reports include USA shipping, international report orders add $5
Include Shipping address, telephone, and email.

Please make your check payable to Mark Dodich. PO Box 16267, Portland, OR 97292-0267

503-252-1558

mark@astromark.us

www.astromark.us

FREE
Email
Newsletter
at the New
& Full Moon
Register at
astromark.us

Products for Your Spirit
To compliment Mark Dodich’s astrology consultations and metaphysical workshops, a
few unique products are offered to help you tune into your Divine Essence.

ASTROMARK

“Central Sun” A Guided Meditation Experience on CD
By Mark Dodich and Araline Cate
The Central Sun CD is intended to expand love in our hearts and peace in
world consciousness. Use the three meditations to:
♦

Quickly Center into your inner peace
♦ Refresh and Renew your connection to Source
♦ Expand into your Unlimited Potential
Featuring Sacred Trance-Inducing Music by Christopher of the Wolves

Listen to the CD at: http://cdbaby.com/cd/dodichcate
Note: The Central Sun CD is now available at a lower cost while
supplies last. Add $3 for shipping in USA.

VIOLET FLAME PHOTOGRAPHS
A Tool for Transmuting Negativity into Light
4 photos: Drive, Sweep, Boil, Spin
Photos are approximately 4 x 6” and laminated
These photos are used in Mark Dodich’s Violet Flame Workshop. They are
VF ANGEL now available for use on your alter, bulletin board, or anywhere that you
need to change the energy of your environment so that it vibrates at the
highest frequencies of Love and Light. The back of the photo includes basic information
on using the Violet Flame. There is information on the web site on the Violet Flame and
the Seven Rays. www.astromark.us

SWEEP

BOIL

DRIVE

SPIN

I Invoke the Violet Flame. Burn, Violet Flame, Burn.
Transmute darkness into Light I Call Forth the Highest Good.
My Divine Nature NOW operates in my life. Burn, Violet Flame, Burn.
$10 each or a VF set 4 flames for $36 (or all 5 for $45) + s & h.(see page 4).

#VFDRIVE: a bold, driving focused picture
#VFSWEEP: a radiating energy to sweep a room
#VFBOIL: boil it up from the bottom to release
#VFSPIN: like a spinning column of violet flame
#VFANGEL: Violet Flame intensified in a gem with angel

Mark F. Dodich

503-252-158

mark@astromark.us

ASTROMARK PO Box 16267 Portland, OR 97292-0267 USA
Join the free bi-monthly email newsletter. Register at:

www.astromark.us

Note: I shall soon
be changing the
photos that are
stocked
1/2012

Ascended Master Photos $7.50 each, or buy 6 and get the 7th free ($45)
Violet Flame Photos $10 each,
or buy set of four VF for $36, or four VF + VF Angel for $45

Note: I am going to need to increase the shipping cost very soon as I have not
changed it through two Post Office price increases.
Summary of shipping and handling charges for USA regular first class :
Photographs: $3 s & h for up to 3 pictures + 50¢ for each additional picture.
Central Sun CD, $3 for one, plus $ .50 for each additional one
(or if you are also ordering photos, let me know and I shall adjust the price)
International photo orders have an additional shipping charge.
Visa or Mastercard orders are available for a minimum $15 charge.
Computer Astrology print outs & Star Reports include USA shipping,
international report orders add $5
Include Shipping address, telephone, and email.
Please make your check payable to Mark Dodich. PO Box 16267, Portland, OR 97292-0267

503-252-1558

mark@astromark.us

www.astromark.us

AUSPICIOUS TIMING FOR YOUR EVENT
When is the best time/date to… ?

“Millionaires don’t use astrology,

Billionaires use astrology.”
~ Financier J.P. Morgan

Soul Rays for MAHATMA GANDHI
This Great Soul brought
independence to India through
his Seventh Soul Ray. A person
activates their soul ray when
they choose to serve a higher
good beyond their small self. The 7th is the ray of
transmutation ( changing energy that is less than loving
into Love). It is the energy of magic. A 7th Ray person
Initiates a New Order. Gandhi’s soul purpose was to
transform worldly conditions.

* Start a Business * Get Married
* Sign a Contract
Definition: Election Astrology
When you use astrology to choose an auspicious
day and time to initiate an important action, it is
called Election Astrology.
Mark provides help electing times to start a business, get married or initiate an important action.
Rates start at $85 for simple elections. Marriages
and business elections commonly cost $175-$225.
Call for a quote. 503-252-1558

Options for the children in your life:
CHILD Report helps you understand your child’s
strengths, weaknesses, aptitude, and potentials. Guides
you in a positive way. The text was approved by a child
psychologist. Targeted to newborns to young teens.
$29 postage paid USA (+ $5 international postage)

Gandhi’s Personality Ray was the 5th Ray of Concrete
Knowledge and Science. He had a systematic approach to
his work which was especially shown earlier in life as he
studied to become an Oxford graduated attorney.

Shortened Consultation For children 16 and under,

“Gandhi continues what the Buddha began, In the Buddha,
the spirit of Love sets itself the task of creating different
spiritual conditions in the world; in Gandhi it undertakes to
transform all worldly conditions.”
~Albert Schweitzer
(This quote reflects Gandhi’s 7th Ray Soul)

can be done, or an adapted reading can be done to
include the parents and their relationship. $195

What is a Seven Soul Ray consultation?
This reading uses esoteric astrology and methods to
calculate the frequencies (rays) that you incarnated on in
this life. You will learn about your soul and personality
rays. This information is based in the channellings of the
Tibetan Master Djwahl Kuhl through Alice A. Bailey.
Understanding the ray upon which you have incarnated
helps you to work more fully with your energies of soul
service. This reading is best for people who have reduced
the need to ask “what’s in it for me?” and increased the
need to know, “what is my soul purpose and spiritual
service in this life?” This is an esoteric astrology
consultation that looks at how you can bring your soul
service into earthly form.
More information is at www.astromark.us
$195 / 1½ hr. includes current transits and progressions.

a 45-minute consultation is available looking at the basics of their chart, vocation, and what’s upcoming. $125

Full Consultation The normal full adult consultation

Free downloads at www.astromark.us
(Click on Monthly Forecast tab)

1) Basic Astrology Primer to help you understand
the meaning of signs, planets and houses.
2) Prosperity Enhancement Guide to open to your
Divine connection to the Abundant Universe
3) Zodiac signs of USA states and cities.
4) Animal Medicine Totem meanings
5) Fixed star meanings

CENTRAL SUN
Guided Meditation CD
By Mark Dodich & Araline Cate
Listen to the CD at:
cdbaby.com/cd/dodichcate

PRICE REDUCED TO $10
Astrology & Intuitive Tarot Since 1980
Mark F. Dodich mark@astromark.us

503-252-1558

www.astromark.us

ASTROMARK PO BOX 16267 PORTLAND, OR 97292-0267 USA

